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ABSTRACT
Recently, several experimental techniques have
emerged for probing RNA structures based on high-
throughput sequencing. However, most secondary
structure prediction tools that incorporate probing
data are designed and optimized for particular types
of experiments. For example, RNAstructure-Fold is
optimized for SHAPE data, while SeqFold is opti-
mized for PARS data. Here, we report a new RNA sec-
ondary structure prediction method, restrained Max-
Expect (RME), which can incorporate multiple types
of experimental probing data and is based on a free
energy model and an MEA (maximizing expected ac-
curacy) algorithm. We first demonstrated that RME
substantially improved secondary structure predic-
tion with perfect restraints (base pair information
of known structures). Next, we collected structure-
probing data from diverse experiments (e.g. SHAPE,
PARS and DMS-seq) and transformed them into a
unified set of pairing probabilities with a posterior
probabilistic model. By using the probability scores
as restraints in RME, we compared its secondary
structure prediction performance with two other well-
known tools, RNAstructure-Fold (based on a free
energy minimization algorithm) and SeqFold (based
on a sampling algorithm). For SHAPE data, RME
and RNAstructure-Fold performed better than Se-
qFold, because they markedly altered the energy
model with the experimental restraints. For high-
throughput data (e.g. PARS and DMS-seq) with lower
probing efficiency, the secondary structure predic-
tion performances of the tested tools were compara-
ble, with performance improvements for only a por-
tion of the tested RNAs. However, when the effects
of tertiary structure and protein interactions were re-
moved, RME showed the highest prediction accuracy
in the DMS-accessible regions by incorporating in
vivo DMS-seq data.
INTRODUCTION
In addition to transferring genetic messages from DNA to
protein, RNA contains a second layer of information that
is embedded in the form of RNA structure. RNA struc-
ture affects nearly every step of the process of gene ex-
pression, and thus extensive efforts are focused on deter-
mining RNA structures experimentally (1). Classic tech-
niques for probing the secondary structure of RNA use
a variety of structure-sensitive chemicals or enzymes, giv-
ing rise to position-specific reactivity with RNA molecules
(2). Among these classic techniques for probing secondary
structure, SHAPE (selective 2′-hydroxyl acylation analyzed
by primer extension) is one of the most accurate ones and
its reagents can react with the vast majority of nucleotides
found in RNA (3). Recently, high-throughput experimen-
tal techniques have emerged for probing the structure of
multiple RNAs at the whole-genome level. For example,
PARS (parallel analysis of RNA structure) has been applied
to reveal the secondary structures of the yeast (4) and hu-
man (5) transcriptome. In PARS, RNAs are treated with
structure-specific enzymes (RNase V1 for double-stranded
nucleotides and S1 nuclease for unpaired nucleotides), fol-
lowed by deep sequencing. Similarly, FragSeq, employing
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nuclease P1 to identify single-stranded nucleotides, was
used to probe the mouse transcriptome (6). Another high-
throughput technique, DMS-seq, has been utilized to detect
the in vivo structural preferences for thousands of RNAs
in Arabidopsis (7), mouse (8), yeast (9,10) and human (9).
DMS-seq couples traditional DMS (dimethylsulfate, which
rapidly penetrates cells (11)) methods with massively paral-
lel sequencing. Experimental probing data generated using
themethods described above can provide information about
the structural state (single-stranded or paired) of each nu-
cleotide with probing signals, but such data cannot specify
the pairing relationship between bases (12). In other words,
one-dimensional (1D) structure-probing data alone is in-
sufficient for determination of two-dimensional (2D) sec-
ondary structure.
2D RNA secondary structure (involving canonical AU,
GC and GU base pairs) is commonly predicted by com-
putational methods based on a free energy model. Using
this model, three major types of algorithms have been de-
veloped for determination of the secondary structure for
a given RNA sequence using thermodynamics: minimizing
free energy (MFE), maximizing expected accuracy (MEA)
and sampling. MFE algorithms are used to search for a sin-
gle structure with the lowest free energy change through dy-
namic programming (13). Representative examples ofMFE
algorithms include mfold (14), RNAstructure (15) and the
ViennaRNA package (16). The prediction accuracy ofMFE
is limited due to factors such as errors from thermodynamic
parameters, kinetic barriers, the existence of multiple struc-
tural conformations and protein interactions (17). In con-
trast, MEA and sampling algorithms consider all possi-
ble structures for an RNA sequence by calculating a par-
tition function (18) (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section).
Based on the partition function, some tools (e.g. MEA-
basedMaxExpect) predict a structure with amaximized ex-
pected accuracy (19–21). Other tools (e.g. sampling-based
Sfold) sample statistically representative structures from the
Boltzmann ensemble using the sampling algorithm (22).
After clustering the sampled structures, the centroids can
be selected as the predicted secondary structures (23). Al-
though also suffering from errors in the thermodynamic
parameters, the optimal structures predicted by MEA and
sampling algorithms generally contain fewer prediction er-
rors, as measured by positive predictive value (PPV), than
those predicted by MFE algorithms (19,23).
There is a long history of using experimental probing data
to restrain structure prediction (24,25). Recently, prediction
tools were developed to incorporate certain types of exper-
imental structure probing data as restraints to the free en-
ergy model of RNA secondary structure (12). Using data
as restraints is more robust to errors in the experiments and
to idiosyncrasies in the mapping techniques. In particular,
several methods have been developed for SHAPE data (12).
Fold of the RNAstructure package (called RNAstructure-
Fold hereafter) incorporates SHAPE reactivity as an extra
pseudoenergy term when minimizing the overall free en-
ergy change (MFE) (26). RNApbfold (27) and RNAsc (28)
perturb the partition function with SHAPE restraints and
use an MEA algorithm to predict RNA secondary struc-
ture. Sample-and-Select selects the structure with minimal
distance to the SHAPE data from the sampling results
(29). Among the tools described above, RNAstructure-Fold,
which is based on an MFE strategy, shows the best perfor-
mance for SHAPE and it has been extended to allow the use
of DMS mapping data (7,30).
Despite the variety of secondary structure prediction al-
gorithms, few of them are specifically designed for high-
throughput probing data, which have different properties
(e.g. discrete read counts and multiple layers of data) from
SHAPE data. To our knowledge, only SeqFold (31), which
is based on the sampling algorithm, has been specifically de-
signed for PARS data. SeqFold first transforms two sets of
read counts from RNase V1 and S1 nuclease into a struc-
ture preference profile based on a Fisher’s exact test. Next,
the structure centroid with minimal distance to the PARS
data is selected from the sampling results. SeqFold is param-
eter free and shows more robustness for PARS data than
RNAstructure-Fold and Sample-and-Select (31).
Here, we describe a new RNA secondary structure pre-
diction tool, RME (restrained MaxExpect (19)), that can
incorporate restraints derived from diverse types of exper-
imental data. RME uses a posterior probabilistic model to
transform various types of probing data into pairing prob-
abilities, utilizes these probabilities to restrain the partition
function and finally predicts RNA secondary structure with
anMEA algorithm. We evaluate the prediction accuracy of
RME and two other well-known tools for RNA secondary
structure prediction, RNAstructure-Fold (MFE-based) and
SeqFold (sampling-based), on different probing data. We
demonstrate that RME substantially improves RNA sec-
ondary structure prediction with perfect restraints (base
pair information from known structures). For real data,
we collect structure-probing data from three typical kinds
of experiments: SHAPE (low-throughput, in vitro), PARS
(high-throughput, in vitro) andDMS-seq (high-throughput,
in vivo). RME and RNAstructure-Fold perform better with
SHAPE restraints. For high-throughput data (e.g. PARS
and DMS-seq) with lower probing efficiency, the three
methods are comparable, with some improvement on part
of the test set. Overall,RME performs better when the prob-
ing data have higher discriminative power on paired bases
in comparison with unpaired bases, because it markedly al-
ters the free energy model with restraints. The performance
of algorithms for RNA secondary structure prediction de-
creases when the experimental data are affected by factors
other than secondary structure conformation. For exam-
ple, the in vivo DMS-seq probing data are affected by ter-
tiary structure and protein interactions. To illustrate the in-
fluence of such factors on secondary structure prediction,
we demonstrate that, when these effects are removed, RME
performs much better in the DMS-accessible regions by in-
corporating the in vivo DMS-seq data.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
RME is designed to improve RNA secondary structure pre-
diction by incorporating restraints obtained from experi-
mental data, and it is derived from an MEAmethod,Max-
Expect (19). In this section we first briefly review MaxEx-
pect. Next, we describe the framework of RME, as well
as the posterior probabilistic model for transforming di-
verse types of experimental data into pairing probabilities.
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We train and test RME on three types of representative
data, a low-throughput in vitro dataset (SHAPE), a high-
throughput in vitro dataset (PARS) and a high-throughput
in vivo dataset (DMS-seq). Finally, we describe the solvent
accessibility calculation on an rRNA to test the influence
of tertiary structure and protein interactions on the in vivo
DMS-seq data and structure prediction performance.
Review ofMaxExpect
For an RNA sequence, the probability of a specific sec-
ondary structure s with free energy ΔGs is e−ΔGs/RT/Q,
where Q (the partition function) is the summation of Σ s
e−ΔGs/RT over all possible structures (18), R is the gas con-
stant and T is the absolute temperature (32). The pairing
probability of any two bases i and j, Pbp(i, j), can be deter-
mined by adding the probabilities of all secondary struc-
tures that contain that pair, using the following equation
(18):






where Si,j is the set of possible RNA secondary structures
in which the ith and jth nucleotides are paired. The pairing
probabilities between every two bases constitute a matrix
known as a base-pairing probabilitymatrix (BPPM) (Figure
1, bottom-middle panel).
Based on the BPPM, MaxExpect predicts an RNA sec-
ondary structure with the maximum expected accuracy us-
ing dynamic programming (19) (Figure 1, bottom-right
panel). The expected accuracy (EA) for a structure s is de-
fined as the sum of the pairing probabilities (Pbp(i, j)) over
all base pairs i-j (BP set), plus the sum of the single-stranded
probabilities (Pss(k)) over all nucleotides k that are single-
stranded (SS set) in structure s, with the two parts weighted








Note thatPbp(i, j) is the (i, j) entry of the BPPMandPss(k)
can be calculated conveniently from the BPPM (19):




The framework of RME
In this work, we extendMaxExpect toRME to incorporate
information from structure probing data as restraints. As
the prediction ofMaxExpect is solely based on the BPPM,
we restrain the BPPMusing experimental data. As shown in
the top panel of Figure 1, these alterations are applied both
before and after the calculation of the partition function.
To make full use of the experimental data, we modified the
BPPM with two steps: RME-pre and RME-post.
Similar toRNAstructure-Fold (26),RME-pre adds a pseu-
doenergy term,ΔG(i), to base i’s original energy term if the
base is involved in base pair stacking. Instead of being used
for minimizing the overall free energy, the modified free en-
ergy term for base i is used to calculate the partition func-
tion in RME-pre (Figure 1, top-left panel). For generaliza-
tion to new types of data, we introduced a pseudoenergy
term that takes the experimental pairing probabilities as in-
puts. We denote the experimental pairing probability for a
base i by q(i), which can be inferred from the experimen-
tal data (see Equation 7). Motivated by the pseudoenergy
terms derived from the log-likelihood ratio (30,33), we cal-
culate an analogous term at nucleotide i based on the pos-
terior odds, q(i)/[1-q(i)], as follows:
G(i ) = −RT ×m × ln
[
q(i ) + ε
1 − q(i ) + ε
]
(4)
where a small value, ε, is added to ensure that the fraction
inside the log function is valid when q(i) is 0 or 1 (in this
study,  was fixed at 0.01). A parameter, m, is introduced
to adjust the relative contribution of the experimental re-
straints.
RME-pre adds the pseudo-free energy evenly to restrain
the free energy parameter of each base pair, no matter if it
agrees with the experimental data or not. A previous study
suggested that the restraints could be differentially added,
according to the discrepancies between energy parameters
and probing signals for different nucleotides (12,27). After
the BPPM is calculated with partition function based on
RME-pre’s energymodel, we will be able tomeasure the dis-
crepancy level between the pairing probability derived from
the energy model (Pbp(i, j)) and the pairing probability de-
rived from the probing data (q(i) × q(j)).
So, we introduce RME-post to modify the base pairing
probability, Pbp(i, j), to a pairing propensity, P’bp(i, j) (Fig-
ure 1, top-right panel). The difference between Pbp(i, j) and
q(i) × q(j) is added as another restraint for each pair i and j:
P′bp(i, j ) = Pbp(i, j ) + γ1w(i, j )
[
q(i )q( j ) − Pbp(i, j )
]
(5)
where a factor γ 1 weights the contribution of the difference.
Since the base pairs tend to stack together in known struc-
tures, the lengths of helices existing in the reference struc-
tures are longer than the lengths of other possible helices
that could be formed by the same sequence (Supplemen-
tary Figure S1A). However, as the 1D structure probing
data cannot reveal the pairing relationship between bases,
the term q(i) × q(j) could still be large even when base i
should be paired with nucleotide other than j (Supplemen-
tary Figure S1B). To penalize spurious pairs that are often
involved in short helices, we add another weight, w(i,j), to a
base pair, i-j, according to the maximum length of the he-
lix in which it can be involved. Our current settings forw(i,j)
are 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 for base pairs with amaximumhelix
length of 1, 2, 3 and 4 or more, respectively (Supplementary
Figure S1C). And we show that adding the w(i, j) term in-
deed introduces additional performance gain forRME-post
(Supplementary Figure S1D).
In the sameway, we alsomodify the single-stranded prob-
ability for each nucleotide, Pss(k), to a propensity, P’ss(k).
Because the sum of each row in the updated matrix of pair-
ing propensities cannot be guaranteed to be <1, the cal-
culation of Pss(k) using Equation (3) is no longer feasible.
Therefore, an independent update is applied to the single-
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Figure 1. RME framework. The bottom panel illustrates the MaxExpect algorithm. The top panel shows the input data, as well as two major steps of
RME: RME-pre and RME-post. RME-pre adds pseudoenergy terms during the partition function calculation, while RME-post directly alters the base
pairing probability values, as well as the single-stranded probability values.
stranded probability, Pss(k), for each base k:
P′ss(k) = Pss(k) + γ2 [1 − q(k) − Pss(k)] (6)
where the experimental restraint is represented as 1-q(k) and
another weight factor, γ 2, is used to adjust the restraint
strength.
Although RME-pre and RME-post can be used indepen-
dently, combining two of them together is shown to be supe-
rior (Supplementary Figure S1D). In this study, we always
use the combined one, RME. After RME-pre and RME-
post, the pairing propensity (P′bp(i, j)) and single-stranded
propensity (P′ss(k)) have been updated with restraints. To
this end, the restrained expected accuracy (REA) is analo-
gous to the EA in Equation (2). Our algorithm predicts the
secondary structure with the maximum REA through dy-
namic programming using the same strategy used in Max-
Expect (19). The performance improvements of RME are
benchmarked on reference RNA structures in the ‘Results’
section.
Reference structures and structure-probing data
To test the effectiveness of RME, we first constructed
a large database of RNA sequences with reference sec-
ondary structures derived from either crystallography or
comparative analysis. The database includes 1673 RNAs
and RNA domains (domains of long RNAs are counted
separately) of diverse types (as used in our previous bench-
mark ofMaxExpect (19,26,30,31)) from 424 species, includ-
ing rRNAs, Group I/II introns, signal recognition parti-
cle RNAs, RNase P RNAs, tRNAs, telomerase and struc-
tured elements in mRNAs. Long rRNAs (23S and 16S for
prokaryotic RNAs, and 25S and 18S for eukaryotic RNAs)
were divided into domains using a previously described
strategy (24,34) (Supplementary Figure S2). A summary of
all RNAs is provided in Supplementary Table S1.
Structure probing data was collected from published
studies. SHAPE reactivity for RNAs from multiple species
was directly downloaded from relevant papers (26,35,36)
and database (37), and SHAPE reactivity was mostly dis-
tributed between 0 and 2 (38). For high-throughput PARS
andDMS-seq data from Saccharomyces cerevisiae, raw read
counts were given along particular RNAs or along the
genome (4,9).We aligned theRNAsequenceswith reference
structures to the genome sequences and assigned the raw
read counts to the aligned nucleotides. In total, we collected
42 RNAs and RNA domains that had both reference struc-
tures and structure probing data, of which 19 had SHAPE
reactivity (5024 nt), 20 had PARS counts (5984 nt) and 14
had DMS-seq counts (5134 nt, 2463 of which were A or C
bases). Detailed information about these RNAs is provided
in Supplementary Tables S2 and S3.
Performance evaluation of different RNA secondary struc-
ture prediction methods
We compared the secondary structure prediction per-
formance of RME (MEA-based) with two other well-
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known tools,RNAstructure-Fold (MFE-based) and SeqFold
(sampling-based). Each of the methods was subjected to
tests with and without experimental restraints, the latter
of which were used as control tests. For SeqFold, we used
the centroid of the largest structure cluster sampled from
Sfold (23) as a control, which did not take the experimen-
tal restraints into account. To reduce the uncertainty of the
structure sampling, SeqFold and SeqFold-control were each
run 10 times (sampling 1000 structures each time) with de-
fault settings and the average performance scores from the
10 repetitions were used for comparison. We optimized the
RME parameters for different input data type (i.e. Perfect,
SHAPE, PARS and DMS-seq), respectively.
To avoid biased evaluation, we kept the training and test
data strictly separate. For perfect restraints with large num-
ber of RNAs available for evaluation, we applied the five-
fold cross validation. For SHAPE data, the Escherichia coli
23S rRNAwas used for all training steps because it includes
a large set of diverse and non-redundant RNA motifs (26).
For PARS and DMS-seq data, the yeast 25S rRNA, which
is the homolog of E. coli 23S rRNA, was used for training.
Other RNAs that were not used in any of the training steps
were left for independent performance tests (listed in Sup-
plementary Tables S4–S6).
The RNA secondary structure prediction performance
was evaluated using two statistical scores, sensitivity and
PPV, based on the reference structures. Sensitivity is the
fraction of the reference structures’ base pairs that are cor-
rectly predicted. PPV is the fraction of the predicted pairs
that occur in the reference structures (39). We used the
‘scorer’ utility in the RNAstructure package to calculate
sensitivity and PPV, where slipped base pairs are allowed
(40). We also calculated the Matthews correlation coeffi-
cient (MCC), which summarizes both sensitivity and PPV,
based on the method previously described for RNA sec-
ondary structure prediction (41). For comparing the struc-
ture prediction performances, a significance level of 5% was
used for hypothesis tests.
Posterior probabilistic model for transforming experimental
data
RME accepts experimental restraints in terms of pairing
probabilities ranging from 0 to 1, which represent the prob-
ability that a base i is paired with another unknown base
given its observed experimental signal P(Si = 1 |Di), where
D is the experimental probing data and S is the structure
class (S∈(1= paired, 0= single-stranded)). Similar to a pre-
vious study (42), according to the Bayes’ rule, P(Si = 1 |Di)
can be calculated with a posterior probabilistic model (Pos-
terior model):
P(Si = 1|Di )
= P(Di |Si = 1) · P(Si = 1)
P(Di |Si = 1) · P(Si = 1) + P(Di |Si = 0) · P(Si = 0)
(7)
where P(S) is the prior probability of a structure class (ei-
ther paired or single-stranded).P(S) can be estimated as the
fraction of paired bases or single-stranded bases in the ref-
erence structures. We estimate P(S) based on all reference
structures (0.535 for P(S = 1) and 0.465 for P(S = 0)), and
treat it as a constant in the following analysis to save compu-
tation time. Moreover, P(D|S) is the probability of observ-
ing a certain experimental value, D, given a structure class
(paired or single-stranded) and it can be estimated from the
probing data from the RNAs in the training sets, for which
the secondary structures are known.
Processing of SHAPE data
We transformed the SHAPE data based on the Posterior
model (Equation 7). As shown in a previous study (43),
the SHAPE reactivity for each structure class follows a
distinct parametric distribution. Thus, we estimated P(D|S
= 1) and P(D|S = 0) through maximum likelihood fitting
using SHAPE data from the training RNA (E. coli 23S
rRNA). We first applied quantile normalization (44) to the
SHAPE reactivity for the different RNAs, because the data
were collected from different laboratories. Next, the nor-
malized SHAPE dataset for the training RNA was divided
into paired and unpaired datasets based on the reference
structures. Similar to a previous study (43), we used a gen-
eralized extreme value distribution to fit the paired data. For
the unpaired data, we used a gamma distribution, which
showed better goodness-of-fit (passed the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test) than the exponential distribution (did not
pass the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test) used in the previous
study (43). We used two R packages, evir and MASS, for
the fitting of the paired and unpaired data.
Processing of PARS data
Raw data generated by high-throughput probing experi-
ments consists of counts of reads that begin at each RNA
nucleotide. For PARS data, two read counts were obtained
for each nucleotide: a V1 count from the RNA sample
treated withRNase V1 (which preferentially cleaves double-
stranded bases) and an S1 count from the RNA sample
treated with S1 nuclease (which dominantly cleaves single-
stranded bases). As the read count for each nucleotide is
correlated with the expression level of the RNA to which
it belongs, we first normalized the read counts to the RNA
transcript abundance using a method adapted from a pre-
vious study (7):
C′(i ) = ln[C(i ) + 1](
N∑
i=1




whereC(i) is the raw read count for nucleotide i andN is the
length of the whole RNA transcript. A pseudocount of 1 is
added to ensure the validity of the log-transformation for
counts of 0. We normalized the V1 and S1 counts indepen-
dently using Equation (8). Next, we subtracted the normal-
ized V1 count C’V1(i) from the normalized S1 count C’S1(i)
to obtain the PARS reactivity for nucleotide i (7).
As with the SHAPE data, the pairing probabilities for
the PARS data were calculated according to the Posterior
model (Equation 7), where the PARS reactivity (C′S1–C′V1)
for the training RNA (yeast 25S rRNA) was used to fit a
normal distribution for the paired bases and single-stranded
bases, respectively (Supplementary Figure S3). Further-
more, we compared our Posterior model with two other
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published models for probability inference. The first model
was the default setting for SeqFold and was based on the
Fisher’s exact test (Fisher model (31)). The second model
was based on the mixture of Poisson linear model (MPL
model (45)) and took into consideration both the expres-
sion levels of RNAs and local sequences. The performances
of the three models are compared in the ‘Results’ section.
Additionally, for RNAstructure-Fold, we transformed the
PARS reactivity into a linear pseudoenergy change term
(26), ΔGPARS(i) = m × ln[PARS reactivity(i) + 1] + b, with
two parameters, m and b, trained on yeast 25S rRNA.
Processing of DMS-seq data
DMS-seq experiments generate two sets of read counts: in
vivo counts from the RNA sample treated with DMS under
in vivo conditions, as well as control counts from the RNA
sample that was first denatured by exposure to a high tem-
perature and subsequently probed with DMS. We first nor-
malized the in vivo and control counts independently using
Equation (8). Next, we subtracted the normalized control
count C′control(i) from the normalized in vivo count C′vivo(i)
to obtain the DMS-seq reactivity for each nucleotide i (7).
As the DMS chemistry is nucleotide-specific (reacting only
with the adenine and cytosine residues (9)), only values of
A/C bases were used for further analysis.
Subsequently, we fitted a normal distribution onto the
DMS-seq reactivity (C′vivo–C′control) for paired bases (Sup-
plementary Figure S4A). For single-stranded bases, we fit-
ted a Gaussian mixture of two components using the R
package mixtools, because the distribution of reactivity for
the loops was shown to be amixture (Supplementary Figure
S4B). Next, the pairing probabilities were calculated using
the Posterior model (Equation 7), where the likelihood for
single-stranded bases, P(Di|Si = 0), was calculated from the
mixture:
P(Di |Si = 0) =
1∑
c=0
P(Di |Si = 0, c) · P(c) (9)
where Di is the DMS-seq reactivity, Si is the structure class
and c indicates one of the two Gaussian components. The
yeast 25S rRNA was used as the training set for the distri-
bution fitting. And we compared the Posterior model with
the Fisher andMPLmodels in the ‘Results’ section.We also
transformed theDMS-seq reactivity into a linear pseudoen-
ergy change term for RNAstructure-Fold as for PARS data.
Solvent accessibility calculation on a yeast 18S rRNA com-
plex
The bimodal distribution of the in vivo DMS-seq data on
single-stranded bases is probably caused by tertiary struc-
ture and/or protein interactions. A previous study indicated
that the probing efficiency of DMS is highly correlated with
a nucleotide’s solvent accessibility (9). Therefore, for the
in vivo DMS-seq data, we compared the secondary struc-
ture prediction accuracy of RME for two groups, loops ac-
cessible by DMS and loops not accessible by DMS, which
were defined on yeast 18S rRNA because its tertiary struc-
ture (with interacting proteins included) has been deter-
mined experimentally (46). As described previously (9), the
solvent-accessible surface area was calculated using Py-
MOL, modeling DMS as a sphere of 3 A˚ in radius. Nu-
cleotides with solvent accessibility area >2 A˚2 were defined
as DMS-accessible (9).
RESULTS
RME significantly improves RNA secondary structure pre-
diction with perfect restraints
To determine the best performance that can possibly be
achieved for secondary structure prediction methods by in-
corporating restraints, we derived a set of perfect restraints
from reference RNAs with known secondary structures.
The pairing probability was considered to be 1 for a paired
base and 0 for a single-stranded base. All 1673 RNAs
(domains for long RNAs were counted separately) in the
database were evaluated. We optimized the parameters for
RME and RNAstructure-Fold using five-fold cross valida-
tion (Supplementary Figure S5). SeqFold required no train-
ing because it is parameter free.
The average performance scores for the RNA secondary
structure predictions from the five-fold cross-validation are
shown in Figure 2 (details in Supplementary Table S7).
RME with perfect restraints significantly improved the ac-
curacy of RNA secondary structure prediction in compar-
ison with RME-control without restraints added. We com-
pared themean and standard deviation of the averageMCC
from five-fold cross validation. The average MCC was in-
creased from (62.9 ± 0.6)% (sample size = 5) for RME-
control to (93.7 ± 0.2)% (sample size = 5) for RME (P <
0.05, one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test). RNAstructure-
Fold also performed well with perfect restraints: the aver-
age MCC was increased from (62.0 ± 0.5)% (sample size =
5) to (93.4 ± 0.2)% (sample size = 5). Although the addi-
tion of perfect restraints to SeqFold (average MCC, (68.4
± 0.7)%, sample size = 5) produced great improvement in
comparison with SeqFold-control (average MCC, (61.6 ±
0.7)%, sample size = 5), SeqFold did not perform as well as
RME or RNAstucture-Fold, because SeqFold cannot guar-
antee the correct structure is sampled, even when the re-
straint data is perfect.
The evaluation of perfect restraints reflects the best per-
formance achievable by each algorithm by incorporating
1D structure information. The MEA and MFE algorithms
were able to successfully resolve pairing relationships with
the assistance of 1D restraints, demonstrating the effective-
ness of altering the energy model when the restraint data
quality is good. However, the perfect restraints were still
incomplete data lacking information about the pairing re-
lationship between two bases. Therefore, even perfect re-
straints could not always lead to perfect predictions. Be-
sides, pseudo-knots were not predicted by any of our com-
pared methods. When recalculating the structure predic-
tion performances after pseudo-knotswere removed, we ob-
served increased sensitivities (∼3% forRME) and decreased
PPVs (∼1% for RME) (Supplementary Figure S6). RME
and RNAstructure-Fold were still substantially better than
SeqFold no matter whether pseudo-knots were removed or
not.
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Figure 2. Performance ofRME,RNAstructure-Fold and SeqFoldwith perfect restraints. (A) Sensitivity and (B) PPVwere calculated for the RNA secondary
structure predictions. The values were averaged from five-fold cross-validation over a large RNA secondary structure database. Error bars represent the
standard deviation. Performances with (restrained) or without restraints (control) are shown side by side.
RME significantly improves RNA secondary structure pre-
diction when supplemented with SHAPE data
We then tested the performance of RME on SHAPE data,
which is low-throughput and in vitro data with high prob-
ing efficiency. First of all, we inferred the pairing probability
for SHAPE data. We applied quantile normalization (44)
to the SHAPE data (Supplementary Figure S7A-B) and
then fitted distributions to normalized SHAPE reactivity
for training RNA (E. coli 23S rRNA). The maximum like-
lihood probability density functions that were fit for paired
bases and single-stranded bases are shown in Figure 3A
and B (black line), respectively, which closely approximate
the data histograms (gray bars). Finally, we transformed
the normalized SHAPE reactivity into a pairing probabil-
ity based on the Posterior model. Adapting a method previ-
ously introduced (12), we showed that the pairing probabil-
ity generated by this model most closely approximated the
empirical SHAPE data (Supplementary Figure S8A).
Then we compared the RNA secondary structure pre-
diction performance of RME, RNAstructure-Fold and Seq-
Fold,with andwithout SHAPE restraints.E. coli 23S rRNA
was used as the training set for parameter optimization
(Supplementary Figure S9). All of the tested tools achieved
better predictions in comparison with their corresponding
controls on an independent test set (13 RNAs/domains)
by incorporating SHAPE data (Figure 3C and D, Supple-
mentary Table S4). We found thatRME andRNAstructure-
Fold that altered the energymodel gave superior predictions
with significantly higher sensitivity and PPV (P < 0.05,
one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test) using the SHAPE re-
straints. For RME, the average MCC was increased from
67.8 to 86.8%. For RNAstructure-Fold, the average MCC
was increased from 68.3 to 85.8%. But the predictions of
SeqFoldwere not significantly better than those of SeqFold-
control (average MCC was increased from 69.0 to 73.4%, P
> 0.05, one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test). RME gave
a slightly higher mean PPV than RNAstructure-Fold, but
this difference was not statistically significant. Consistent
with perfect restraints, RME and RNAstructure-Fold were
better than SeqFold for SHAPE data (P < 0.05, two-tailed
Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
Furthermore, the improvement of the RME predictions
varied for individual RNAs (Supplementary Figure S10).
RME with SHAPE restraints achieved large improvements
for RNAs that were not well predicted using the free en-
ergy model (i.e. low accuracy for RME-control), but for
RNAs with structures already predicted with high accuracy
by RME-control, such as small RNAs like the adenine ri-
boswitch, the improvementwas smaller. The same trendwas
also observed forRNAstructure-Fold. Furthermore, the per-
formance ofRMEwas robust when tested with a leave-one-
out jack-knife analysis in which parameters were trained us-
ing the entire dataset except one structure withheld for per-
formance testing (Supplementary Table S8).
Improvement of secondary structure prediction is limited by
incorporating PARS and DMS-seq data
We calculated the pairing probabilities for the PARS and
DMS-seq data based on our Posterior model, which was
shown to better distinguish paired and unpaired nucleotides
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Figure 3. RNA secondary structure prediction performance with SHAPE restraints. Distributions fitted onto the SHAPE data for (A) paired bases and
(B) single-stranded bases are shown. Gray bars represent the histogram of normalized SHAPE reactivity and black lines show the maximum likelihood
fitting to the data. The distribution functions and parameters trained on Escherichia coli 23S rRNA are shown in the box. (C) Sensitivity and (D) PPV
for RME, RNAstructure-Fold and SeqFold with restraints added (dark gray), as well as the results for the corresponding controls without restraints added
(light gray), are shown. Error bars represent the standard errors across 13 tested RNAs.
than the Fisher and MPL models (Supplementary Figure
S8 B and C). We then compared the RNA secondary struc-
ture prediction performance of RME, RNAstructure-Fold
and SeqFold with and without restraints generated from
PARS and DMS-seq (Supplementary Tables S5 and S6).
For RME, we provided pairing probabilities based on the
Posterior model. For RNAstructure-Fold, PARS reactivity
(S1′-V1′) and DMS-seq reactivity (vivo′-control′) data were
transformed to a pseudo-free energy change (see ‘Materi-
als and Methods’ section). For SeqFold, the structure pref-
erence profiles generated by the Fisher model were used as
the default profiles (31). The parameters for the fitted distri-
butions (Supplementary Figures S3 and S4),RNAstructure-
Fold and RME (Supplementary Tables S5 and S6) were
trained on yeast 25S rRNA. The tested RNAs are listed in
Supplementary Tables S5 and S6.
For the PARS data, the test set included eight snoRNAs,
one yeast 5S rRNA and four domains of yeast 18S rRNA.
The performance of RME, RNAstructure-Fold and SeqFold
for all tested RNAs was shown in Supplementary Table S5.
RME showed a trend for slightly increased PPV and slightly
decreased sensitivity. We found that only some of the tested
RNAs had structures that could be better predicted with
the aid of PARS data, regardless of the method used (Fig-
ure 4A). Furthermore, we also showed that the RME and
SeqFold structure prediction performance was similar with
pairing probabilities from the Posterior, Fisher and MPL
models (Supplementary Figure S11).
For the DMS-seq data, the test set included three mR-
NAs and a yeast 18S rRNA (four domains). Using this
small test set, we tested RME, RNAstructure-Fold, SeqFold
as well as their corresponding controls (Supplementary Ta-
ble S6). With DMS-seq restraints,RME andRNAstructure-
Fold showed slightly improved average sensitivity and PPV
(not statistically significant) in comparison with the corre-
sponding controls. RME gave better structure prediction
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Figure 4. RNA secondary structure prediction performance with (A) PARS and (B) DMS-seq restraints. The MCC for RME, RNAstructure-Fold and
SeqFold with restraints added (solid lines) as well as the results for the corresponding control methods (dashed lines), are shown. (C) The discriminative
power for separating paired bases from single-stranded bases is shown with ROC curves for SHAPE, PARS and DMS-seq reactivity. The ROC curves were
drawn with different cut-offs for probing reactivity on reference RNAs with known structures. (D) The signal coverage on the RNAs (counted at the 1-nt
level) for the three types of data are depicted using boxplots.
with the aid ofDMS-seq data for shorterRNAs (e.g. ASH1-
E1,ASH1-E2A and the fourth domain of yeast 18S rRNAs)
(Figure 4B). The RME and SeqFold structure prediction
performance was similar with pairing probabilities from the
Posterior, Fisher and MPL models (Supplementary Figure
S12).
Limited structure prediction improvement is due to low prob-
ing efficiency on reference RNAs
To determine the reason that the incorporation of the
PARS and DMS-seq data did not significantly improve
the secondary structure prediction performance for the
tested RNAs, we compared the probing efficiency of dif-
ferent types of experimental data. In total, we collected
42 RNAs/domains that had both reference structures and
readily available structure probing data, of which 20 had
PARS data, 14 had DMS-seq data (11 had both PARS and
DMS-seq data) and 19 had SHAPE data (Supplementary
Tables S2 and S3).
We first evaluated the discriminative power of structure
probing data for the separation of paired nucleotides from
single-stranded nucleotides using receiver operator charac-
teristic (ROC) curves, generated by varying reactivity cut-
offs (Figure 4C, Supplementary Figure S13). We used each
cutoff to divide all nucleotides into reactive and unreactive
groups and then calculated the agreement with the reference
structures. True positives were defined as single-stranded
bases with probing reactivity higher than the cutoff. True
negatives were defined as paired bases with probing reac-
tivity lower than the cutoff (Figure 4C). For the DMS-
seq data, only A/C bases were considered. SHAPE (area
under the ROC curve (AUC) = 0.80) was more discrimi-
native than PARS (AUC = 0.67) and DMS-seq (AUC =
0.74), and the difference in AUC between SHAPE and the
other tested high-throughput probing datasets was statis-
tically significant (P < 0.001, Hanley and McNeil’s test)
(47). Because the distributions of probing data for paired
and unpaired nucleotides are largely overlapped for high-
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throughput data, they would restrain the free energy model
less than SHAPE, when predicting RNA secondary struc-
ture.
The probing efficiency of high-throughput data could be
affected by many factors, such as sequencing bias and map-
ping error of raw reads. In addition, previous studies also
suggested that enzymes with large molecular weight (e.g.
RNase V1 and S1 nuclease, which are used in PARS) might
be unable to access some nucleotides, depending on the
structure of the target RNA (48). DMS is a chemical with
smaller size than the enzymes used, which could partially
explain the higher AUC score of the DMS-seq data in com-
parison with that of the PARS data. Moreover, DMS can
achieve even better performance at low-throughput: a pre-
vious study showed that the probing accuracy of an in vitro
DMS data on one single RNA at a time was even slightly
better than in vitro SHAPE (30). However, DMS can probe
only A/C bases. Thus its coverage (43% of bases had sig-
nals) was substantially lower than that of SHAPE (88%)
or PARS (84%) (Figure 4D). In addition, the probing ef-
ficiency of DMS-seq data we used may have been affected
by other factors such as protein binding, because the tested
RNAs were probed under in vivo conditions.
RME performs best with in vivoDMS-seq data at solvent ac-
cessible regions
To study the effect of in vivo measurement conditions on
DMS-seq data, we examined the probing efficiency of DMS
for the yeast 18S rRNA complex, including its interacting
proteins. We observed that the distribution of DMS-seq re-
activity for single-stranded bases shows to be a mixture of
two components (Supplementary Figure S4B). Inspired by
previous clues (9,45), we hypothesized that the bimodal dis-
tribution of DMS-seq reactivity for single-stranded bases
may be partially caused by the presence of two groups of
RNA loops (unpaired bases) in vivo: a group accessible to
DMS and a group embedded inside the tertiary RNA struc-
ture or bound by proteins.
To test this hypothesis, we first defined the DMS-
accessible regions of the yeast 18S rRNA complex accord-
ing to a previous study (9) on its crystal structure (46).
We found that ∼38% of the bases with DMS reactivity
around the peak on the right were accessible, while only
1.6% of the bases with DMS reactivity around the left peak
were accessible (Figure 5A). We further tested the discrim-
inative power of DMS-seq data for distinguishing paired
bases from two groups of single-stranded bases (Figure 5B).
We found an AUC of 0.97 for distinguishing paired bases
with accessible loops, which was significantly higher than
the AUC for distinguishing paired bases from inaccessible
loops (0.68) (P< 0.001, Hanley andMcNeil’s test). This re-
sult indicates that the in vivo DMS-seq data may be highly
affected by tertiary structures and/or protein interactions.
Thus, theDMS-accessible loops of the yeast 18S rRNA rep-
resent only a small fraction of all of its single-stranded bases
(51/383, 13%).
Next, using the predicted structure of 18S rRNA (same
as the one listed in Supplementary Table S6), we re-
evaluated the structure prediction performance of RME,
RNAstructure-Fold andSeqFold on theDMS-accessible and
DMS-inaccessible regions. In our standard procedure, the
sensitivity and PPV of a predicted structure were calculated
based on the paired bases. However, most (51/54, 94%) of
the DMS-accessible bases are single-stranded. Therefore,
we re-calculated the sensitivity and PPV for predicting bases
that are single-stranded. We found that RME performed
dramatically better than RNAstructure-Fold and SeqFold in
the DMS-accessible regions. The better performance was
not caused by an effect of RME predicting slightly more
bases as unpaired. We could clearly see that the accuracy of
RME in the accessible loops was significantly better than its
accuracy in the inaccessible loops: the sensitivity increased
from 64 to 84%, while PPV increased from 66 to 98% (P <
0.05, Fisher’s exact test) (Figure 5C and D). Furthermore,
compared with RME-control, RME performed better, but
did not predictmore bases as unpaired. This further demon-
strated thatRME performed better when the restraints were
well presented.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we reviewed three different types of structure
probing data and extended the MEA-based method Max-
Expect (19) into a new method called RME to predict re-
strained RNA secondary structures. RME is capable of in-
corporating various types of experimental restraints as a
probabilistic score and its performance is dependent on the
probing quality of the incorporated experimental restraints.
Moreover, RME includes weighting parameters that can be
adjusted if the probing quality of the restraints is low.
Based on the evaluation results for the reference struc-
tures, we found that the performance of the tested al-
gorithms was dependent on the probing efficiency of the
data. For high-quality restraints, such as perfect restraints,
SHAPE data and DMS-seq data at accessible regions, the
prediction performance was markedly enhanced when the
free energy model was modified according to the data.
Thus, RME and RNAstructure-Fold are expected to be su-
perior. We also showed that SeqFold’s prediction accu-
racy did not change much by trying larger sample sizes
for structure sampling (Supplementary Figure S14). For
SHAPE, we used data from the probing of a single RNA
species at a time, but for DMS-seq and PARS, we are us-
ing high-throughput data. The high-throughput sequencing
data usually has lower discriminative power for secondary
structure because of many factors other than base pairing,
such as sequencing bias and genome mapping errors. Fur-
thermore, we tried to illustrate when PARS or DMS-seq
data could better enhance the structure prediction. Based
on RNA nucleotides with different probing data features
(Supplementary Figure S15), we found that the prediction
performance tended to be better enhanced by the experi-
mental data when the data quality and coverage got higher
(especially for DMS-seq). We also observed that DMS-seq
better enhanced the prediction accuracy for the loop regions
(base pairing probabilities derived from experimental data
were low) when it disagreed with energymodel (base pairing
probabilities derived from energy model were high).
An interesting paradox also exists for structure probing
experiments: on the one hand, we would like to probe struc-
ture in vivo because the RNAs do not exist alone in a cell;
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Figure 5. In vivo effect of DMS-seq data on yeast 18S rRNA. (A) Histogram of DMS-seq reactivity on the single-stranded bases of yeast 18S rRNA, with
two peaks shown in dashed lines. (B) ROC curves of the DMS-seq reactivity on yeast 18S rRNA for separating paired bases from all loops (dotted, gray),
accessible loops (solid, orange) and inaccessible loops (dashed, blue). (C) Sensitivity and (D) PPV of the structure predictions are shown for the single-
stranded nucleotides that are solvent accessible (orange), compared with the single-stranded nucleotides that are not solvent accessible (blue). Performances
with restraints (restrained) and without restraints (control) are shown side by side.
on the other hand, the protein binding would prevent the
nucleotides being probed by chemicals or enzymes. There-
fore, the information provided by these experiments may
not exceed the quality of that provided by the thermody-
namic model. For high-throughput sequencing data at re-
gions with limited accessibility, the MEA, MFE and sam-
pling algorithms showed very similar improvements and
the difference among them was largely due to the inherent
strength of the each strategy for optimal structure identifi-
cation.
Although RME showed slightly better performance than
RNAstructure-Fold for high efficiency probing data (i.e. per-
fect, SHAPE and especially DMS-seq restraints at acces-
sible regions), the differences between the two approaches
were often not statistically significant. One possible inter-
pretation is that a limit may have been reached for achiev-
able prediction accuracy gains from 1D probing data. Thus,
the improvement may be largely due to the theoretically
superior probabilistic treatment of restraints. And we also
showed that the Bayesian approach based on curve fitting
in this work is fairly robust to the noise in the area of sparse
data (Supplementary Figure S16).
To ensure the validity of the Bayesian approach, it is im-
portant that the training and test data should be properly
normalized. For SHAPE data collected from different labs,
we use the quantile normalizationmethod (44) to normalize
the data across RNAs. It introduced a performance gain for
RME in contrast to directly using downloaded SHAPE re-
activity without additional normalization, or using a previ-
ously introduced normalization method for SHAPE (2/8%
rule (31,38,49)) (Supplementary Figure S7C). For PARS
and DMS-seq data, we normalize the effect of RNA tran-
script abundance caused by high-throughput sequencing
(Equation 8) (7).
The relatively small set of reference RNAs with known
structures has limited the estimation of parameter values for
computational methods and the optimization of protocols
used in probing experiments. In most cases, the computa-
tional parameters, as well as the probing experiment proto-
cols, were optimized using ribosomal RNAs (7–10). For in-
stance, the parameters ofRME andRNAstructure-fold need
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to be optimized by data training on knownRNA structures.
Indeed, most of our conclusions were based on the limited
set of reference RNA structures and three major types of
probing data (mainly in E. coli and yeast): SHAPE (low-
throughput, in vitro), PARS (high-throughput, in vitro) and
DMS-seq (high-throughput, in vivo) (Supplementary Tables
S2 and S3). Some other data and species (e.g. DMS-seq in
plant (7), CIRS-seq in mouse (8) and in vitro DMS on sin-
gle RNA (30)) were not tested, because we could not find
enough well-confirmed reference structures for training and
testing.
Furthermore, the novel long ncRNAs (lncRNAs), which
are likely to be more flexible than rRNAs, may have dis-
tinct characteristics that limit the validity of rRNA-based
parameter and protocol optimization. The prior probabil-
ity of paired bases,P(S= 1), is treated as a constant (53.5%)
in our calculations to save computation time. We also pro-
vide other options to calculate the base pair probability,
P(S = 1), for each individual RNA (e.g. pre-calculate it
by partition function). Subtle differences in sensitivity and
PPV are observed for different P(S = 1) calculation meth-
ods (Supplementary Figure S17). However, in comparison
with rRNA, the structural domains of lncRNAsmight have
fewer base pairs and be more flexible in terms of tertiary
structure. On the other hand, some lncRNAs may act as
‘molecular sponges’ and interact intensively with proteins
(50), making them hard to probe in vivo. To further un-
derstand the strengths and weaknesses of high-throughput
structure probing data, more reference structures for vari-
ous types of RNAs are critically needed.
Overall, our results using current reference structures
demonstrate that RME, a new RNA secondary structure
prediction tool that can incorporate restraints derived from
diverse types of experimental data, has some advantages
over RNAstructure-Fold and SeqFold, and represents a use-
ful new method for researchers studying RNA secondary
structure. We not only integrate a Bayesian approach into a
thermodynamic folding algorithm, but also provide a plat-
form that works for multiple data sources. Based on this
platform, we highlight their differences in assisting RNA
secondary structure prediction.
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